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Unlocking the Power of Blockchain for
Payments
DL Ecosystem™ is a multi-dimensional solution encompassing e-wallet features, payment processing
capabilities, capturing and transacting with loyalty points, and digital document identity management. It is built
on an immutable ledger that records every transaction in a tamper-proof, secure, and frictionless manner.
DL Ecosystem™ can be easily loaded via credit card or debit accounts and is equipped with QR codes and
NFC for redemption at Point-of-Sale. It brings the security and transparency through blockchain technology and
helps eliminate most third-party fees.

Why your Organization Needs DL Ecosystem™
Communication

Real-time transaction based notifications

Easy Integration

Create or import existing crypto accounts

Automation
Security
Trust
Lower Costs

Smart Contracts help reduce error rates, paperwork & intermediaries

An immutable log of all transactions is recorded on blockchain

Establishes a single point of truth & helps minimize conflict

Eliminating most intermediaries helps minimize operational costs
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Features & Capabilities
Convenience

Unique Identifier

A unique blockchain based
account

Store fiat currency, cryptocurrency
& internal digital assets

Smart Contracts

Easy Transfers

Reversal

Easy Payouts

Seamless automation for
prompt action

Transfers between users through
QR codes & email transfers

The ability to easily reverse
transactions

Payouts through Point-of-Sale &
code scanning

Two-Factor Authentication
Enhanced security & greater
network resilience

Reporting

Monitor transaction history &
deployment within the network

Touch ID

Configured to be used with
smartphone touch ID systems

Payment Gateway

Integrated with all e-commerce
based solution providers

How it Works
Configure
DL Ecosystem™
to suit business
needs

Users are directed
to download DL
Ecosystem™ from
the App Store/Play
Store

Users create a
DL Ecosystem™
account

The account is
loaded with fiat
currencies,
cryptocurrencies &
digital assets

About

Purchase, transfer,
receive or cash-out
using the balance in
the account

Transactions are
logged on the
blockchain
platform

Once validated,
data is stored in an
immutable block
and an auditable
record is formed
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DLT Labs is a global leader in distributed data management, delivering blockchain products and solutions for businesses
while working in partnership with clients and distribution channels. With deep expertise in technical innovation and one of the
world’s largest pools of highly skilled and experienced blockchain experts across the globe, DLT Labs’ products enable
transformation and innovation of complex processes.

